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American Herbalists Guild Seeks Journal Editor 

March 18, 2019 

The American Herbalists Guild is embarking on a search for the next Editor of the Journal of the 

American Herbalists Guild (JAHG). The position requires at least three years of experience working 

in journalism, publishing or some comparable literary position along with a proven track record in 

editing, writing, digital publication, and managing editorial duties. Knowledge of the field of 

herbalism would be an asset to this position.  

The current JAHG Editor is retiring from her role and will mentor the selected candidate as 

necessary to ensure a successful transition. The ideal candidate will begin shadowing the current 

editor in July, co-editing the October 2019 issue of the Journal. The new JAHG Editor’s first 

independent issue will publish in the spring of 2020.  

The JAHG Editor will commit to a term of three years and will work closely with the AHG Board of 

Directors and the AHG Executive Director. Duties include: 

• Strategizing, envisioning, and leading the JAHG in a direction defined by the AHG Council 
and the Editor 

• Soliciting, screening, and working with manuscripts, authors, sponsorships, and editorial 

reviewers 

• providing in-depth editing and support for authors who need assistance  

• Convening with the Editorial Review Board and the AHG Council 

• Authoring thoughtful Editorials for each issue 

• Coordinating publication and providing marketing support 

• Attending the annual AHG Symposium as the JAHG representative 
 

The biyearly Journal of the American Herbalists Guild promotes, reports and educates on all 

aspects of therapeutic herbalism, especially those that emphasize the clinical, historical, and 

professional application of botanical medicine. The Journal is relevant to practitioners, students 

and teachers of herbalism, and those who manufacture, market and dispense botanical 

medicines. Browse some of the archived JAHG issues and sample articles here.  

Compensation: An Honorarium of $3,000 per issue upon successful publication. 

If you meet the requirements and believe that you are well-suited to the role of Editor, please 

submit a resume and cover letter by May 15, 2019. 

For inquiries or to submit a cover letter and resume, please contact 

office@americanherbalistsguild.com with the subject line “JAHG Editor Position” or call 

617.520.4372 
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